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Recurring themes today

•Elements of privilege 

• Survivorship bias 

•My CV of failure
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My background

• It seems to have improved, 
but my school was really 
bad (special measures in 
my last year) 

• My A-levels: B,C,D,D



Lesson #1: Opportunity from disappointment

• My original choice* was Keele to study human biology and 
psychology, but they wanted a B in biology  

• This meant I went to my insurance choice: Coventry University

#CVofFailure

* I actually wanted to study physics first… 



2012-2015: BSc Psychology

• Key events 
• Keeping busy with university and club hockey team 

• Voluntary work:
• Coventry Mind drop-in center 
• Research assistant for my now supervisor

• Award for highest degree classification 

#Privilege – my mum and grandparents gave me money    



Part-time job: Wetherspoons

• First job in my third year of university to save up for an MSc 

• I worked in the same pub 2-4 nights per week for two years 

• Observations: 
• Most staff were students 

• Most customers liked hearing about your degree



2015-2016: MRes Psychology

• Key events 
• Offered teaching roles for seminars and workshops (until this point I had 

no interest)

• Completed a Higher Education teaching qualification

• Starting focusing on research methods and statistics 

#Privilege – I paid for the MRes with help from my mum and grandparents



Lesson #2: Don’t let your job/degree become all consuming 

• During my Masters, I stopped 
playing hockey to “concentrate” 
on my degree 

• Although you need to make 
sacrifices, you need some kind of 
escape

• Family / hobbies / sports?  

Nature.com. PhDs: the tortuous truth



Applying for PhD positions 

• Applied for a fully funded PhD at Coventry University, offered a fees only 
studentship 

• Applied for my dream PhD at Bristol University, but not even an interview

• Main motivation: settled for fees only as I was terrified of taking time out 
and never coming back 

#CVofFailure



2015-2017: PhD years one* and two 

• In years one (MRes) and two, I completed the PhD full-
time

• I taught at Coventry and worked on my PhD in the day 

• I worked at Wetherspoons at night from Thursday-
Saturday 

• Moment where I nearly gave up #1
• End of second year as I felt burnt out without making 

progress



Part-time job: Aldi

• To make more money and avoid working at night

• I usually worked super early 3 – 4 days per week 

• Observations: 
• I was the only staff member who was student

• Most customers treated you like an idiot 

• It changed my perspective on jobs



2017-2019: PhD years three and four

• I converted the PhD to part-time to avoid burning out and give myself more 
time 

• I still taught at Coventry University, but fewer hours
• Best “there at the right time” opportunity – stepped in as module leader 

for a blended learning research methods module  

• Moment where I nearly gave up #2
• End of year three: warned in my progress review I should focus on my 

PhD



Finding an academic job

1. Research Assistant Oxford ❌

2. Lecturer / teaching assistant 
a) Leicester ❌
b) Birmingham ❌
c) Coventry ❌
d) Coventry (funny story) ❌

3. Psychology technician
a) Northampton ❌
b) Arden… ❌
c) Arden ✅

#CVofFailure

Nature.com. 



Lesson #3: Find your own motivation

• I’m driven by intrinsic motivation – I just want to learn something I did not 
know yesterday 

• You need to put food on the table, but when you are struggling, all you have 
is your own drive 

• You will fail, but most people hide the losses and only talk about the wins 
#CVofFailure

• This means the most important thing is learning what helps pick yourself 
back up 



Experience as an academic 

Articles: 
Bartlett et al. (2020) ❌
Bhogal & Bartlett (2020) ❌❌❌❌✅
Charles et al. (2019) ✅
Coleman et al. (2019) ✅
Margana et al. (2019) ✅
Farias et al. (2018) ✅
Bhogal et al. (2018) ❌❌❌❌❌❌❌✅

#CVofFailure

Grants: 
Prolific ECR grant ❌

Awards: 
PsyPAG teaching award ❌



Top tips if you are interested in a PhD

1. Try not to compare yourself to others – it’s your journey
a) Imposter syndrome after reading someone’s CV
b) Watching others in your cohort finish before you  

2. Complete a standalone MSc before – give yourself time to develop 

3. Choose your university and supervisor carefully 
a) Does the university have the same interests?
b) Are there enough researchers with the same expertise?  

4. Prepare for alternative career paths – permanent academic jobs are ridiculously 
competitive



Talk on a slide (TL;DR) 

• Lesson #1: Opportunity from disappointment 

• Lesson #2: Don’t let your job or degree become all consuming 

• Lesson #3: Find your own motivation 

• Failure is a when not an if. The key is learning what helps pick yourself back 
up 



Thanks for listening!

Any questions? 
@JamesEBartlett


